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ABSTRACT 
We describe a method to study  characteristics of the dynamics of multilocus population  genetic 

models  without  specifying the form of  selection a priori. Our approach  consists of specifying  initial 
and  final  genotypic  frequencies  (either  completely or partially)  and  then  determining  the  minimum 
time  to  go  from the initial  condition to the final  condition  according to a continuous  time  genetic 
model, with arbitrary constraints  on  the strength and possibly the form  of  selection.  In  analyzing 
a two-locus,  two-allele  model  with  this  approach, we show  that-so  long  as r is not much larger  than 
s-substantial  linkage  disequilibrium  can  be  generated  from  an  initial state of linkage  equilibrium in a 
few hundred  generations. We also  show that unless  recombination is much larger  than  selection, there 
is  only  weak dependence  on r of the minimum  time to reach a specified state. Thus, similar  strengths 
of selection can lead  to  similar  levels of disequilibrium  over a fixed  time  and a range of small 
recombination  rates. This implies that, within the level  of a single  gene,  selection cannot in general 
be  assumed to lead to any  particular  relationship  between  recombination rate and levels  of  disequili- 
brium. We indicate a number of other ways  in  which our method  can  be useful in  asking  theoretical 
questions  and in interpreting data. 

R ECENT advances in molecular  methods  have led 
to  the  dramatic  growth in the  number  and size 

of data sets on  the frequencies  of multilocus genotpyes 
[see reviews in ASMUSSEN (1986a)  and MACPHERSON, 
WEIR and LEIGH BROWN (1 990)]. Availability of such 
data has naturally  stimulated  interest in several  gen- 
eral problems  related to evolution ih multilocus sys- 
tems, e.g., magnitudes and consequences  of  linkage 
disequilibrium in general multilocus systems, and  the 
dynamical  consequences  of  hitchhiking.  Moreover, 
recent work in quantitative  genetics has led to  further 
interest in the behavior  of multilocus models. 

Extensive theoretical  research  has  resulted in a  fair 
initial understanding  of  the behavior  of multilocus 
systems [reviewed in KARLIN (1975), EWENS (1979), 
HASTINGS (1989)  and BARTON and TURELLI (1989)l. 
Much  of the early work emphasized the  equilibrium 
behavior of particular models. Later work,  such  as 
THOMPSON (1  977), ASMUSSEN and CLEGG (1 98 1) and 
ASMUSSEN (1  986a,b)  looked  at dynamical behavior, 
but only for  particular, special, models. Similarly, the 
quantitative  genetics models that have  been consid- 
ered have assumed particular  forms  of  the fitnesses. 
One of the few studies to look at general  behavior 
(not  restricted  to  a  particular, e.g., nonepistatic)  model 
was the work of HASTINGS (1981),  who  determined 
limits to equilibrium  behavior  of  general two-locus 
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models. An obvious  next  step is an  approach  that 
looks at dynamical behavior and is not restricted to a 
special set of fitnesses. 

The need  for such a  step is especially clear when 
one considers the dilemma  presented  to evolutionists 
by the  growth in empirical  data: we know that meas- 
ured quantities-e.g., gene or genotype  frequencies, 
heterozygosity,  Hardy-Weinberg and linkage disequi- 
libria-are important  both  for  their impact on  future 
evolution and also as a record of  previous  evolutionary 
events.  However, it is difficult to account  for  these 
measured  quantities  retrospectively in any convincing 
way. There  are a variety of methods  for  testing  the 
significance of departures  from  expected values of 
these  population  genetic  measurements (WEIR 1990)- 
but  there  are few quantitative  methods with which we 
can make  inferences  about  the  evolutionary histories 
that  generated these  measurements. Yet almost all 
empirical studies are  at least partly  motivated by a 
desire  to  infer  the evolutionary past from  the  present 
distribution of genotypes within populations. 

Given a multilocus data  set, what kinds of inferences 
can be  made  about  the evolutionary dynamics that 
generated  the  data?  One  approach is to  compare  data 
with equilibrium  distributions  predicted by multilocus 
models. This  requires  that  the system be near equilib- 
rium  at  the  time  measurements  are  taken;  moreover, 
since linkage disequilibria involving neutral loci are 
zero at equilibrium,  one  cannot study  hitchhiking 
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phenomena with this approach. Another  approach is 
to compare  data with the  predicted  distributions of 
genotype and allele frequencies under some particular 
model. This requires  a  good deal of confidence  that 
the model is adequate  and has described the system 
for a sufficient period, and  that  one can estimate  not 
only the recombination  fraction, but also the  form 
and  strength of selection over time. This kind of 
approach was used by THOMSON and KLITZ (1987). 

In this paper we describe  a  general  method that can 
be used to identify the minimum amount of selection 
necessary to  generate  any given distribution of allele 
and genotype  frequencies, given any specified initial 
distribution of these  frequencies. Use of our method 
does  not  require assumptions that  the system is at 
equilibrium or that selection is constant, or any other 
knowledge about  the  form or strength of selection. 
Nor is our method  restricted to any particular  set of 
initial conditions or particular model. 

Before describing the  method,  it is useful to draw 
attention  to  a key sense in  which it differs  from the 
approaches  described above. The latter begin by de- 
riving predictions  from  a  model, and  the  data  are  then 
compared with these  predictions. Our method begins 
with the  data  and asks: what is the minimum amount 
of selection that could have generated  the  data? Our 
method  thus allows one  to place bounds  on  the possi- 
ble evolutionary history of the system. An additional 
use of our method is to  explore  the reachable set of 
genotype  frequencies associated with any particular 
set of initial conditions. A  reachable set is the set of 
all genotype  frequencies  that  can possibly be  attained 
from  a given starting  condition,  under a  particular  set 
of parameters and constraints. This definition means 
that  one can use our method prospectively to examine 
the  range of evolutionary  outcomes possible from  a 
particular  starting  point and  parameters, or retrospec- 
tively to examine  the range of starting  conditions and 
parameters  that could possibly have yielded an ob- 
served set of genotype  frequencies. 

FORMULATION  OF  THE PROBLEM 

We have introduced our method by asking “what is 
the minimum amount of selection that could generate 
a given data set?” In this section we reformulate this 
question in order  to  introduce  our  method  for  an- 
swering it and also to  define what we mean by “mini- 
mum  amount of selection.” 

Any meaningful definition of “amount” of selection 
would be some function of both  the  strength of selec- 
tion and of the  length of time  needed  to  transform  a 
given set of initial frequencies to those that have been 
measured. To find  a minimum amount of selection, 
then,  one can hold the length of time fixed and use 
optimization  methods to find the minimum strength 
of selection; equivalently, one can fix the  strength of 

selection and minimize the length of time necessary 
for selection to act. Using either  approach,  the con- 
straint can then  be  varied  and  the optimization algo- 
rithm  repeated  to  find  the solutions to a family  of 
problems. 

In  the present case it is easiest by far  to constrain 
the maximum strength of selection and  then  deter- 
mine the minimum time to reach  a specified set of 
genotypic frequencies.  Note  that  the  information ob- 
tained by solving a family of time-minimum problems 
is the same as if we fixed time and  then solved for  the 
minimum strength of selection. In  either case the 
problem  can  be solved by using methods  from optimal 
control  theory (a branch of systems engineering), but 
time-minimum problems are much  better  understood 
and easier to solve. Moreover, as discussed below, 
there is a  unique  relationship between reachability 
and  the existence of solutions to time-minimum prob- 
lems; there is no analogous  relationship  for selection- 
minimum  problems. In  the following section we de- 
scribe the mathematical formulation of the optimiza- 
tion  problem  for the  standard  continuous  time two- 
locus model in which all initial and final genotype 
frequencies are specified. We generalize this approach 
to  other cases  in APPENDIX A. 

Let X be  a  vector of genotype  frequencies. The 
reachable set is the collection of genotype  frequencies 
to which the system can evolve from  a given set of 
initial frequencies X(0). A more formal definition 
would be that  the reachable  set is the set of  all solu- 
tions to  the governing  equations of the system, given 
a set of initial conditions,  parameters and constraints. 
These constraints  can  include limits to  the  strength of 
selection, as well as on  the  length of time available. 

One can also specify a  reachable set by looking 
backward in time and thus  determine  the set of initial 
conditions that could  have led to the specified end 
condition. 

Reachability can be  determined analytically only for 
linear dynamical systems (BARNETT 1971).  However, 
it is a  standard  result in optimal control  theory that, 
if a  point is reachable, there exists a  trajectory by 
which the  point can be  reached in minimum time 
(KIRK 1970).  In most cases this trajectory is unique; 
exceptions are discussed in the following section. In 
either case one can use the relationship between reach- 
ability and existence of time-minimum solutions to 
explore  the  boundaries of the reachable set by solving 
a family of time-minimum problems. 

MATHEMATICAL  DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PROBLEM 

We will illustrate our method by describing the 
mathematical formulation  for  a typical problem with 
two loci. We will model the dynamics using a  contin- 
uous  time  model. We use a  continuous  time model to 
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make  time  a  continuous  variable, so we can use meth- 
ods  that  are ultimately based on  taking derivatives for 
finding  the minimum  time. Our use of  a  continuous 
time  model  means that  these  methods are strictly valid 
only for  the case of weak selection (HOFBAUER and 
SIGMUND 1988).  However,  results  presented  here (see 
RESULTS and discussion of example) suggest that  these 
methods may often yield results very close to those 
derived  from  discrete-time  genetic models. 

Our development  of the model follows that in HOF- 
BAUER and SIGMUND (1 988).  We denote  the frequency 
of  the haplotype with allele i at  the first locus and 
allele j at  the second by X,. We let X be the vector of 
all the genotypic  frequencies.  We denote  the  birth 
and  death  rates of the genotype zj, kl at time t by 
b,kl(t)  and dyPkl(t), respectively. Note  that we specifi- 
cally  allow for these selection coefficients to vary with 
time. Then  the  rate of  increase  (Malthusian fitness) of 
genotype zj, kl is mV,kl(t) = bY,kr ( t )  - d,.t[(t). The mean 
rate of increase  (mean Malthusian fitness) has the 
usual definition 

q t )  = cc xij(t)Xkl(t)mij,kl(t). (1) 
i j k , l  

The  disequilibria have their usual definitions as 

oij(t) = C (Xij(t&(t) - Xt(t)Xkj(t)). (2) 
k.1 

We assume that  the system follows the  standard 
model for dynamics of a two-locus model in continu- 
ous time, namely 

- (bij,kl(t)Xij(t)Xkl(t) - bil,kj(t)x,l(t)x~j(t)). 
k.1 

Note  that in the continuous-time  model,  unlike the 
standard discrete-time  model, the  birth  rates  enter 
into  the final term  on  the  right-hand side, to account 
for  the  continuous  production of  recombinants (CROW 
and KIMURA 1970; HOFBAUER and SIGMUND 1988). 
In  our final statement of the minimization problem 
below, the  genotype  frequencies play the role of pa- 
rameters.  However,  the  genotype  frequencies are  not 
free  to vary; they  must evolve according to the  popu- 
lation  genetics  model given by Equations 1-3. Thus, 
if there are N possible genotypes,  Equation 3 is a 
constraint  for n = N - 1 of them, since the genotype 
frequencies  must  sum to 1. Our problem is then  to 
minimize the  time, T ,  assuming that Equation  3  holds, 
to go from  a specified set  of initial frequencies 

X ( 0 )  = x0 (4) 

to a specified set of final frequencies 

X ( T )  = X r  (5) 

with an additional  set  of  constraints  on  the  strength 
of selection, 

Equation  6 implies that  the constraints on selection 
need  not  be  the same for all genotypes. Indeed, if one 
makes particular  assumptions about  dominance or 
selective neutrality, it is necessary to use different 
constraints  for  different genotypes.  Moreover, our 
method also applies to cases where  the constraints can 
involve more  than one genotype at a  time. T o  restrict 
attention to a  particular class of models, for example 
involving limited epistasis, one would specify con- 
straints involving several genotypes at once.  For  con- 
venience, but without loss of  generality, we treat  the 
case where  the constraints on selection as though they 
are all identical,  both in the following discussion and 
in APPENDIX A. 

In  order  to fit the problem into  the  framework of 
control  theory we express the time T as an  integral, 

T 

T = $   d t ,  (7) 

and  then minimize the integral  on  the  right  hand side. 
The reason for working with the integral rather  than 
dealing with T directly will be  made  clear immediately 
below. 

Although it is generally difficult to find minima of 
integrals with constraints  on dynamics, PONTRYAGIN'S 
maximum  principle (PONTRYAGIN et al. 1962; BRYSON 
and Ho 1975; KIRK 1970) shows that minimizing the 
integral (7) is equivalent to minimizing at each  time, 
t ,  a scalar consisting of the  integrand,  1, in (7) plus 
the sum of the  path constraints on  the dynamics that 
come  from  the population  genetic  model (3) multi- 
plied by an  undetermined multiplier for each con- 
straint. For this  time-minimum  problem, then, we 
need to minimize at each  moment  the Hamiltonian 
function. 

H =  1 + C X , ( t ) A ,  
dX.  . 

:.j dt 
where this minimization problem is subject to the 
further constraints given by equations 4-6. 

The X's-called costate or adjoint variables in control- 
theoretic  jargon-are  defined by the n equations 
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Each costate variable provides information on  the 
sensitivity of time-minimum solution to small changes 
in the corresponding  genotype  frequency; in fact, the 
costate variables can also be  defined as X,(t) = dTmin/ 
dX,( t ) .  In this sense the costate variables are analogous 
to  the Lagrange multipliers used in static optimization 
methods.  For time-minimum problems in which X. 
and XT are completely specified, there  are  no initial 
or  terminal  conditions on  the values of the A’s save 
that  at t = 0 and  at t = T,  the Hamiltonian  defined in 
(8) must  satisfy H = 0. This condition  guarantees  that 
the solution is in fact a time-minimum solution,  as can 
be seen by substituting dT,in/dXv(t) for each X in (8);  
the resulting summation is clearly the total  derivative 
of Tmin with respect to time. By imposing the condition 
H = 0 we demand  that this total  derivative  be -1 at 
each  time  step, i , e . ,  that  the system travels along  the 
fastest possible path. 

T o  find the “optimal controls”-values of the bii,u(t) 
and d,,kl(t) leading to time-minimum solutions-differ- 
entiate H with respect to each b and d to get 

Note  that  for these multilocus models, the bb,.,,’s and 
b d , , , , , ’ ~  are  independent of their respective by,kl’s and 
dij,ki’S. As a  consequence of this and  the fact that  the 
Xv’s are constrained to be  nonnegative,  the time- 
minimum solution depends  entirely on  the signs of 
the (Tbd,u’s and ~d,j,hl’s in a simple fashion: 

Equation 12 is an  example of a classic result in 
dynamic optimization theory,  the so-called “bang- 
bang” principle (PONTRYAGIN et al. 1962; KIRK 1970; 
BRYSON and Ho 1975): the b’s and d ’ s  that give the 
time-minimum solution (the so-called “optimal  con- 
trols”)  are always either  the minimal or maximal values 
possible, depending  on  the sign of the relevant u. 
Some  intuition about  the bang-bang  principle  can be 
gained by considering the analogous  problem of find- 
ing  extreme values of a static linear  function f(y): 
since df/dy is independent of y, extrema can only exist 
at the minimum and maximum possible values of y. 
In both dynamic and static problems, the existence 
and values of the  extrema  depends on the existence 
and values of constraints like those in Equation 6. 
Further intuition can be gained by considering the 
English translation of Equation 12: transferring  a set 

of genotype  frequencies  from one point to  another in 
minimum  time always  involves setting  birth and  death 
rates as high or low as possible-just as moving a vehicle 
from  one  point  to  another in minimum time always 
involves maximum use of either fuel or brakes. 

It  should be  noted in this connection  that in  two- 
locus models, UbgY= -Ud,.,hl for all i, j except those 
involving double  heterozygotes. Thus brj.,kl = bmaX when 
dg,kl = dmin and vice versa; Equation 12 means that 
mg,u always takes on  extreme values. For  double  het- 
erozygotes b,,k[ - dy,hl leaves several terms involving 
recombination. We speculate  that the same pattern 
will be  found in models with more  than two loci. 

The birth  and  death  rates giving time-minimum 
solutions are determined by Equation 12, and  the 
resulting  trajectories  for X are unique, unless the 
derivatives with respect  to the b’s and d ’ s  are equal  to 
zero  for  a  finite  time  interval (BRYSON and HO 1975). 
Thus when a Uby.kl or a ade,, changes sign the relevant 
birth or  death  rate changes  from  one  extreme value 
to  the  other. 

If any u = 0 for  a  finite  period of time ( i . e . ,  u = 0 
and d u / d t  = 0) ,  an interval of  so-called singular  control 
exists: time-minimum solutions are  no longer given 
by Equation 12 and time-minimum trajectories may 
not  be  unique. Under these circumstances time-mini- 
mum solutions are found by taking successive time 
derivatives of u, and substituting in the  condition u = 
0, until an explicit expression can be  found  for  the 
relevant b or d .  

For simple problems one can often use this ap- 
proach to find  a  contradiction and show that intervals 
of singular  control  cannot exist. However,  the  algebra 
required to  do so for even a two locus, two allele 
problem is of truly  heroic  proportions: we have found 
the symbolic manipulators  Reduce, Macsyma and 
Mathematica incapable of handling this problem  on 
any workstation we have available. Therefore in  all of 
our results we have used a simple numerical  approach 
to check for singular intervals. After  converging  to  a 
putative solution we integrate  the  equations,  and  at 
each integration  step check whether any u = 0; if this 
condition holds for any u, its value is checked at  the 
next  integration  step. If it is still zero,  a singular 
interval exists. This has not yet occurred in any prob- 
lem we have examined. 

This discussion  allows us to make more clear the 
reasons for choosing to minimize time  for  a family  of 
fixed maximum strengths of selection, rather  than  the 
converse of minimizing selection for  a family of fixed 
times. For time-minimum problems, the Hamiltonian 
is linear in each b and d ;  this leads naturally to bang- 
bang  control,  as  indicated above. However, any selec- 
tion-minimization scheme will not have this property 
because the Hamiltonian will necessarily be  nonlinear 
in the b’s and d ’ s .  
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The substantial numerical  problems inherent in our 
approach are discussed in APPENDIX B. 

RELATIONSHIP WITH  STATIC RESULTS 

Before turning  to  an example of these  methods, it 
is useful to consider two issues:  how does the  approach 
described  above  relate to previous static analyses, and 
how is the recombination rate expected to affect 
the reachability and-given reachability-the minimum 
time  to  reach given points? We consider the  former 
question here  and  the  latter question in the following 
section. 

What is the relationship between equilibrium  points 
and  the reachable set? We make the following argu- 
ment: if a  state  X is reachable  but  not an equilibrium 
for a given value of r/s  and initial conditions Xo, there 
exists a (possibly unstable) equilibrium  for smaller s. 
T o  see this point it is helpful to think in terms of 
vectorfields (AKIN  1979). The recombination  vector- 
field always points  directly  toward the surface  where 
D = 0. Increasing s enlarges the reachable  set by 
increasing the  strength of the selection vectorfield. If 
a point is reachable  but  not an equilibrium  for  a 
particular s, the selection vectorfield is stronger  at 
that point  than  the  recombination  vectorfield. De- 
creasing  the  strength of selection will thus  turn X  into 
an equilibrium. Consequently every reachable  X  that 
is not  an equilibrium (given r,  Xo, and s) must be an 
equilibrium  for some smaller s. The equilibrium  re- 
sults of HASTINGS (1  98 1) may thus  be useful in ap- 
proximating the boundaries of the reachable  set. The 
degree  to which this is valid also is an indication of 
how restrictive the assumption of weak selection nec- 
essary to justify the continuous  time  approach really 
is. 

EFFECT OF RECOMBINATION RATE  ON TIME- 
MINIMUM SOLUTIONS 

The theoretical discussion in the  preceding section 
suggests that  the  recombination rate should have two 
different kinds of effects on  the minimum  time Tmin 
necessary to transfer  the initial conditions X. to a 
point of interest-say, an  observed  distribution of gen- 
otype frequencies-X‘. The first of these is straight- 
forward: as r increases, the  boundary of the reachable 
set  shrinks, making points with large D unreachable 
and increasing Tmin for  points that  are now  close to 
the boundary  but still within the reachable set. Tmin 
must increase rapidly near  the  boundary of the reach- 
able  set, since by definition Tmin is infinite  beyond that 
boundary. 

Farther  from  the  boundary of the reachable  set, the 
effect of increasing r is somewhat more  complex; here 
again  the vectorfield viewpoint is useful. Because the 
recombination and selection vectorfields are  added 
together,  the effect of increasing r depends on s. 

When r is much smaller than s, a time-minimum 
solution will usually involve generating  large ID’ I by 
selection initially and  then allowing recombination to 
act  jointly with selection to  bring  X to X’. Increasing 
r under these circumstances can either increase or 
decrease Tmin, depending on the initial and final gen- 
otype  frequencies.  However, when r is large relative 
to s, most selective motion away from  the D = 0 
surface will tend  to increase Tmin because of the 
strength of the recombination vectorfield. Conse- 
quently Tmin will grow rapidly when r >> s-even when 
both  the initial and terminal points are in linkage 
equilibrium and  therefore  the terminal  point is guar- 
anteed  to be  reachable. 

EXAMPLE: A  TWO-LOCUS, TWO-ALLELE 
SYSTEM 

We studied time-minimum solutions of the  deter- 
ministic continuous  time two-locus, two allele model. 
Our examination of this problem is intended  not only 
to illustrate the methods described above, but also to 
examine several theoretical  questions of interest: 
1. For  a given gene  frequency x, how do changes in 

r / s  affect the reachability of different  genotype 
distributions X? 

2. How does the minimum time Tmin necessary to 
reach  a  point  X  change as a  function of r/s? As a 
function of linkage disequilibrium D? 

3. How well do  the equilibrium results of HASTINGS 
(1981)  approximate  the limiting behavior of the 
system? 

Since the X ,  sum to  one, it is necessary to eliminate 
one of the Xq’s. In fact, we use the  alternate  coordinate 
system of allele frequencies, PA and Ps and disequi- 
librium, D ,  because of the  extra biological intuition 
obtained. 

We took X(0) to  correspond  to  the case where  a 
new mutant is present in the population and has 
increased to  the point  where  deterministic forces pre- 
dominate. Specifically, we assumed PA(0) = PB(0) = 
0.95, with no linkage disequilibrium at time 0. We 
solved time-minimum problems  for  a  number of  val- 
ues of PA(T),   P,(T) ,  and D(T).  We report below only 
on the solutions for PA(T)  = 0.5  and PB(T)  = 0.6, for 
a  number of values of linkage disequilibrium D(T);  
solutions for  other marginal gene  frequencies are 
qualitatively similar to those  reported below, and a 
subsequent  paper will examine  general results for  the 
entire space of two-locus, two-allele problems. Here 
we assume that  the constraints on selection are all 
identical, i .e. ,  for all i ,  j ,  

bminy = bmin 

bmaxg = bmax 

dmin,, = dmin 
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TABLE 1 

Selection regimes in some timeminimum solutions for s = 0.01 

8 1 8 2  1 - s  1 + S  l + ~  E& 1 - s  1 + S  I + s  
E2Ep I + s  I + s  I + s  E& 1 - s  I + s  I + s  

El& 1 - s  l + ~  I + s  B1Ez 1 - s  l + ~  1 + S  

E& 1 - s  1 + S  l + ~  BzEz 1 - s  l + ~  I + s  

El& 1 - s  I + s  I + s  BIB2 1 - s  l + ~  I + s  
E& 1 - s  l + ~  I + s  E& 1 - s  1 - s  I + s  

8 1 8 2  

1 - s  1 - s  1 + S  E& 
I - s  I + s  1 + S  

For convenience we assume that  these  constraints are 
symmetrical and of equal  magnitude, so that 

bmin = 1 + s 

b,,, = 1 + 2s 
dmin = s 

dm,, = 2s; 

consequently 

mmin = 1 - s 

mmax = 1 + s. 

We varied s and  the recombination  fraction r from 
0.0 1 to 0.000 1. Since this method seems most relevant 
to a microevolutionary timescale, our program  sought 
only solutions for which Tmin I 5000. 

(1 5 )  

RESULTS 

Reachability: Starting  from  a  point  near fixation 
and with D ( 0 )  = 0, strong linkage disequilibrium can 
potentially be  reached within a few hundred  to a few 
thousand  generations, so long as r is not  much  larger 
than s. The minimum time necessary to reach  a given 
genotype  frequency  distribution depended mainly on 
the strength of selection; recombination  had  a  more 
important effect on contracting the reachable  set  than 
on changing the minimum evolutionary  time. 

Selective  regimes: The selective regimes that arose 
for cases where s = 0.01 are shown in Table 1 ,  and 
time-minimum selective histories are shown in Table 
2 for  a  range  of values of D(T). Most  of the selective 

regimes involve ordinary mechanisms such as domi- 
nance and heterosis; the  more complex selective re- 
gimes (e.g., S g  and &) appeared only when r > s or for 
large I D(T) I. One can also interpret  the sequences of 
selection regimes as displaying considerable  frequency 
dependence: initial selection is always directed against 
the common alleles or zygotes. This should  be  ex- 
pected  for time-minimum solutions when the initial 
point is near fixation and  the terminal  point is not. 

In principle the control-theoretic  approach allows 
for  an arbitrarily  large  number of selective regimes, 
each of  which  may occur  for only an infinitesimally 
small time  interval; however, time-minimum solutions 
in the present study had only a small number of 
different selective regimes in each problem. Thus for 
the cases examined  here,  the minimum time estimates 
arise principally from variation in the timing of  bio- 
logically plausible selective regimes, particularly when 
linkage is moderate to strong  and  the final value of 
linkage disequilibrium is not  extreme. 

DISCUSSION 

Effect of recombination  rate on time-minimum 
solutions: Our results show that increasing r/s  has 
two distinct kinds of effects: increasing r causes the 
reachable set to  shrink,  and also causes T,i, to increase 
or decrease,  depending on r/s. Figure 4 shows the 
minimum time necessary to reach the terminal  point 
for  a  number of values of r/s  and D ( T ) .  In all  cases, 
T,i, increases faster  than exponentially as r becomes 
large  relative  to s; recombination acts to slow evolu- 
tion  towards the terminal  point because most evolu- 
tion is restricted to  the region around  the D = 0 
surface. As D(T) is increased, this increase in T,i, 
occurs at smaller r/s,  due  to  the contraction of the 
reachable  set. 

Farther  from  the  boundary of the reachable  set, 
T,i, can increase or decrease with an increase in r ,  
depending  on  the  terminal  point  (Figure 4). For  the 
values considered here,  the effect of r on Tmin is quite 
small unless r >> s; when r < s the time necessary to 
reach  the  terminal  point  depends almost entirely on s 
(Figure 4). While the minimum time to reach the 
terminal  point is fairly insensitive to r when selection 
dominates, the time-minimum trajectories  them- 
selves-and therefore  the selective regimes-do vary 
with r (Figures 1, 2, and 3; Tables 1 and 2). 

It is striking that, unless the  recombination rate r is 
large relative to  the  strength of selection, the mini- 
mum time to reach  a specified set of final genotypic 
frequencies  from  a given initial set of frequencies is 
very insensitive to the recombination rate, r. In  other 
words, there  are minimum time choices of selection 
matrices, typically depending  on r ,  which lead to  the 
same level of disequilibrium for  different small values 
of r ,  and have approximately the same minimum time. 
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TABLE 2 

Approximate  generations  under  each  selection  regime  described in Table 1 for  time-minimum  solutions  with  the  strength of selection 
of s = 0.01, for beginning and ending genotypic  frequencies  given in the  text  and  below 

D ( T )  = 0.00 
0.0001 
0.0002 
0.0004 
0.0008 
0.0016 
0.0032 
0.0064 
0.0128 
0.0192 

D(T)  = 0.04 
0.0001 
0.0002 
0.0004 
0.0008 
0.00  16 
0.0032 
0.0064 
0.0128 
0.0 160 

D(T)  = 0.12 
0.0001 
0.0002 
0.0004 
0.0008 
0.00 16 
0.0032 
0.0064 

0-5 1 
0-54 
0-57 
0-67 
0-78 
0-92 
0- 106 
0-1 19 
0-124 

0-39 
0-4 1 
0-44 
0-52 
0-60 
0-65 
0-66 

0-83 
0-83 

0-7 
0-8 
0-10 
0-1 1 
0-3 

52-74 
55-73 
58-72 
68-79 
79-82 
93-109 

107-125 
120-138 
125-143 

40-64 
42-64 
45-65 
53-70 
61-81 
66-95 
67-97 
84-1 18 
91-129 

8-52 
9-52 

11-51 
12-5 1 
4-44 

75-284 
74-273 
73-254 
80-2 16 
93-175 

110-163 
126-176 
139-201 
144-210 

65-263 
65-261 
66-235 
71-183 
82-1 30 
96- 107 

53-254 
53-231 
52-177 
52-96 

285-300 
274-299 
255-298 
21 7-278 
176-252 
164-235 
177-234 
202-247 
21 1-251 

264-304 
262-299 
236-292 
184-27 1 

108-208 

131-183 

131-242 

109-180 

137-188 

255-296 

178-289 
97-278 
53-262 
59- 174 

100- 160 

232-293 

279-296 
253-291 
236-281 
235-269 
248-258 
252-254 

300-303 
293-303 
272-302 
243-299 
209-294 
181-288  98-108 
184-259 119-130 260-284 285-296 
189-245 130-136 246-281 282-318 

297-31 1 
294-3 1 1 
290-3 12 
279-3 14 
263-318 45-52 
175-277 0-58 
161-235 0-99 

278-334 
305-453 236-304 

This implies that similar strengths  of selection can 
lead  to similar levels of  disequilibrium  over  a  fixed 
time  and a range of small recombination  rates. The 
import of this result is strengthened by the fact that 
the time-minimum  solutions  occur for reasonable 
forms of the fitness matrix as indicated in Tables 1 
and 2. Many recent  studies  have focussed on  exploring 
disequilibrium at  the level of a  gene  (reviewed in 
MACPHERSON, WEIR and LEIGH BROWN 1990). We 
recognize the  role  that stochastic events may  play with 
these very small recombination  rates,  but we still note 
that  our results imply that-at least for  the limiting 
cases we have studied-levels of disequilibrium under 
the action of selection cannot  be  assumed  to vary 
across the recombination levels in these  studies. It 
remains to be seen whether this result  from  minimum 
time  solutions extends  to  other solutions. In  the mean- 
while, we argue  that this  result from limiting cases 
implies that  the failure  of  empirical  studies to  relate 
levels of disequilibria among  pairs of loci to  the  map 
distance  between them,  should  not  be  taken as a 
rejection of the hypothesis that selection, especially 
strong selection, is acting. 

Finally, it is important  to  note  that this  result would 
not come from  standard  approaches with specified 
models. 

Applications: A wide variety of  questions can be 
explored using the  information provided by the con- 
straints  and solutions to  the  problem of minimizing 
the time to go from  a specified initial genotypic con- 
figuration  to a final genotypic  configuration with the 
maximum strength of selection fixed. Also, the ap- 
proach we have  described here is more  general  than 
we have  indicated in the body of the  paper.  In  the 
appendices we deal with two issues of generality. First, 
we  discuss generalizations of  the  approach we have 
presented  here  to  more loci, and to other ways of 
specifying initial and/or final conditions. In  particular, 
we emphasize that only some  of the initial conditions, 
such as allele frequencies,  but not disequilibria,  need 
be specified. The second issue we deal with in the 
appendices is the numerical  implementation of our 
methods. 

Populations under empirical study  have  experi- 
enced  some  actual  history of selection over  a  particular 
period of time. In most cases researchers  have little 
or no  information  about  the kind of selection that has 
been  acting or  the length of time  over which it has 
acted-yet we wish to use quantities such as linkage 
disequilibrium to make  some  evolutionary  inferences. 
The best that can be  done in many such  situations is 
to place bounds  on  the possible evolutionary histories 
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FIGURE 1 .-Time  course for normalized linkage disequilibrium 
D' when recombination rate r is varied, for D ' ( T )  = 0, s = 0.01, 
for the time-minimum solutions described in the  text. 

that  the population may have  experienced. In empir- 
ical settings, this is what our methods are designed to 
do. 

Given an observation of allele frequencies and dis- 
equilibrium,  one can ask whether it is  likely that  an 
explanation based on selection in a single population 
can explain the observation. A way to  explore this 
question using the  framework we have  developed is 
to specify various "reasonable" initial conditions,  such 
as low frequencies of alleles at  one or more loci, and 
determine  the "reachable"  set of final frequencies for 
these initial conditions. In practice, one explores the 
reachable set by looking for sets of final frequencies 
for which the minimum  time  problem actually has  a 
solution. As we noted  above,  one can  constrain the 
form of selection in arbitrary ways when  looking at 
this  question. For example,  one could limit the 
amount of epistasis allowed.  If one wanted to look at 
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D' when recombination rate r is varied, for D'(T)  = 0.04, s = 0.01, 
for the time-minimum solutions described in the text. 
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FIGURE  3.-Time course for normalized linkage disequilibrium 
D' when recombination rate r is varied, for D'(T) = 0.12, s = 0.01, 
for the time-minimum solutions described in the text. 

cases of hitchhiking, one could allow selection only on 
a single locus. 

The method can be used to  determine information 
about  the evolutionary history of a  population. As- 
sume  that  current genotypic  frequencies are known. 
One could  invert  the  problem,  and  run  the dynamics 
backwards to determine  the "reachable" set of initial 
conditions for a specified set of final frequencies, and 
various specified time intervals. By doing  this  for 
different  constraints on  the form or strength of selec- 
tion,  one would gain insight into all the possible evo- 
lutionary  histories under  different assumptions about 
patterns of selection. 

By using the  information  about  the time  taken  to 
go  from specified final conditions to various initial 
conditions, one may be  able to  determine  the plausi- 
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= 0.95, D(0)  = 0, for varied 7 /s ,  where r is recombination rate  and s is strength of selection, as defined in the text. Lines connect points with 
equal 7;  open squares for D(T)  = 0, open circles for D(T)  > 0, tilled triangles for D ( T )  < 0. 

bility of evolutionary  explanations based on selection. 
Since  actual intensities of past selection are unknown, 
such  inferences must rely on  the shape of the Tmin us. 
s curve  (for known r ) ,  rather  than  on single values of 
T,,i, or s. Note  that this approach  cannot  rule  out  the 
importance of drift,  but can merely indicate when 
selection is plausible. 

Using our methods in this fashion would extend  the 
approach of THOMSON and KLITZ (1987) to  more 
general models. Rather  than  trying to determine 
whether selection has been  acting on a  population by 
qualitative comparisons between  patterns of linkage 

disequilibria that  arise in particular models with par- 
ticular selection schemes (the relevance of which can- 
not usually be known) our methods allow one  to place 
quantitative  bounds on  the possible selective histories 
which could have generated  the  data. I f  one has 
particular  reason to suspect that selection may have 
taken  a  particular form,  one can also use our methods 
with the selection regime  constrained to selection of 
that  form to examine the consequences of such as- 
sumptions. 

Another  application of our general  method would 
be  to  start with the final genotypic frequencies  for  a 
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set of  two populations. One could determine  the min- 
imum amount of time  for these two populations to 
have  diverged  from  an unspecified third initial popu- 
lation under  the action of selection of a given strength. 
One could examine the response of the minimum 
time to varying assumptions about  the  strength  or 
form of selection. 

These  methods give limits to possible evolutionary 
histories, first by determining  the  boundaries of the 
reachable  set, and second by finding  the  relationship 
between Tmin and s, given r ,  for  those  points which 
are reachable.  In  an empirical setting,  these  time 
minima must be interpreted with some care; in partic- 
ular, they are informative only  in conjunction with 
the limits to  the  strength of selection. In this connec- 
tion it is useful to consider the complementary  prob- 
lem  of minimizing selection for  fixed time: unless one 
has information  on the  length of time over which 
selection might have acted, any result will depend  on 
one’s assumptions about  the  time available, and robust 
results will require  that  one solve a family of problems 
by varying the available time. Thus any approach  to 
placing limits on  the selective history of populations is 
likely to  require  that  one identify a selection-time 
curve. 

We do  not  expect evolution to proceed  along such 
limiting curves; our purpose in finding  these limits is 
to identify boundaries of  possible evolutionary histo- 
ries so that we can better  evaluate  the plausibility of 
selective explanations  for  observed  population  genetic 
phenomena.  This also suggests a type of theoretical 
application for our methods: they can be used to 
establish bounds  on processes which are inherently 
difficult to  observe. We suggested above  that one 
might use our methods to consider  the empirical 
problem of divergence  time between two populations; 
these  methods can also be profitably used to consider 
more  general  theoretical  problems  related to mini- 
mum times and  strengths of selection necessary for 
populations to diverge, even to  the point of evolving 
reproductive isolation. 

Our approach may be particularly useful for ex- 
amining  the evolution of modifier genes. In  these 
cases, when searching  for  general principles, one does 
not wish to restrict  attention  to  particular  forms  of 
selection. However, analytic methods are difficult to 
apply to  general cases. Thus,  the  approach we advo- 
cate  here may be  more useful. 

Our methods involve fewer assumptions than  tra- 
ditional  approaches.  In  particular, our methods do 
not  require  that  one assume that a process has reached 
equilibrium, is nearing  a limiting value, that selection 
is constant, or that its form is known. The only as- 
sumptions  that are necessary are fairly general, e.g. ,  
the assumption of n-locus selection. Initial conditions 
must also be specified, but this is true with traditional 
approaches as well; moreover the  structure of our 

methods  encourages one to  explore  the consequences 
of varying these  unknown initial conditions. Given 
such assumptions it is possible to place bounds  on 
evolutionary history. 

We  thank CAROLE  HOM for discussion. This  research was sup- 
ported by U.S.  Public  Health  Service  grant  GM32130  to  A.H. 
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APPENDIX A: METHODS  FOR  MORE  GENERAL 
PROBLEMS 

Here we show  how the  methods used in Section 4 
can  be  generalized for problems with an  arbitrary 
number of  loci, problems in which some of the geno- 
type  frequencies are  not specified at  the final time T ,  
and problems in  which some function of the genotype 
frequencies, such as a linkage disequilibrium D,, is 
specified at T.  These extensions affect the  boundary 
conditions, but  not  the  general  form of the Hamilton- 
ian. Consequently in  all of the following cases the X’s 
are determined by equation (9) and  the d s  by Equa- 
tion 12. 

Extension to  three or more loci is straightforward: 
one substitutes  an  appropriate system for  Equations 3 
and 2. In all other respects the  approach described in 
Section 4 can be used without  change. 

Somewhat larger  changes are involved in finding 
time-minimum solutions when only some of the gen- 
otype  frequencies X are specified at  the final time with 
others unspecified. (In these appendices we use only a 
single index on X and X for the  sake of simplicity.) This 
means that Xl(T) ,  . . . , X,(T) are specified, butX,+,(T), 
. . . , X,(T) are unspecified. Instead of the terminal 
boundary  conditions on X,+](T) ,  . . . , Xn(T),  time- 
minimum solutions now require  the  boundary  condi- 
tions h,+l(T), . . ., Xn(T) = 0. X1, . . . , X, must still be 
chosen  for all time t to satisfy H = 0 and  the initial 
and terminal  boundary  conditions on X (BRYSON and 
HO 1975). Otherwise the methods used in the  text 
can  be used to find the time-minimum solutions. 

It is possible to use a similar approach  to  consider 
time-minimum solutions when some function of X, 
such as the linkage disequilibrium Di, or the genetic 
distance  from some other  point, is specified at  the 
terminal  time T ;  the Xi(0 ) ’ s  may be specified or left 
free.  Here we outline  methods for analyzing such 
problems;  derivations are given by BRYSON and  Ho 
( 1  975). Begin by specifying the constraints 

J/(X,T) = 0, (AI) 

were J /  is a  vector with length q. For example, to 
specify a value 6 for D ( T )  in a two-locus, two-allele 
model, 

$ = ( X I ( T ) [ l  -X1(T)-X2(T)-XS(T)]  (A2) 
- X z ( T ) X s ( T ) ) - 6 = 0 .  

Each  of these q static constraints is associated with 
an unknown Lagrange  multiplier vi, i = 1 ,  . . . , q. 
Using a variational argument, BRYSON and  Ho (1975) 
show that  a necessary condition for time-minimum 
solutions is 

For the two-locus, two-allele case, then, 

- 1  

+ - + - ] - x 2 - - x s 2 } ,  dX2 dt dXs dt  dxs  dt 

where all terms are evaluated at t = T. 

in this case. At the terminal  time T, 
Conditions on  the X’s are also somewhat different 

X(T) = vTA, (A5) 

where vT is the transpose of v, and A is the Jacobian 
matrix of J/ ,  i.e., A ,  = a),(T)/dXj(T); in other words, 

For the two-locus, two-allele example,  then, 

where v is given by Equation A4. One advantage to 
formulating  the  problem in this fashion is that  one 
can sometimes reduce  the  number of unknowns and 
render  the search  for  these unknowns more efficient. 
In  the two-locus, two-allele case, for  example, Equa- 
tions A7-A9 define  the  three X’s as linear combina- 
tions of the (specified) final value of X and a multi- 
plicative constant v. Rather  than seeking solutions by 
integrating  forward with arbitrary guesses for  the 
initial values of the X’s and Tmin (see APPENDIX B), one 
could  integrate backwards from  the  terminal time 
using the relationship (A7-A9) and initial guesses for 
v and T,,,in. This  approach halves the  number of un- 
knowns, and also makes it easier to find correct values 
for  the X’s because the  latter  are  interdependent  and 
can be  found by searching  for the single parameter v. 
For problems with more loci or alleles this approach 
still simplifies matters,  as it reduces the search  for the 
X(T)’s to a  search  for  a  linear combination of Xi(T)’s.  

At t = 0, a given Xi(0) may be specified, in  which 
case A,(O) is unspecified, or X,(O) can be left unspecified 
and Xi(0) = 0. The Hamiltonian,  equations  for X, Ub, 

and bd are  determined as in the text. As before, time- 
minimum solutions must also  satisfy H = 0. 

To this point we have treated  the  constraints  on  the 
b’s and d’s as constant,  equal, and symmetrical. How- 
ever, it is possible to vary these constraints to ask a 
variety of evolutionarily interesting questions. For 
example,  one can make the constraints  on the b’s  
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much  larger  than those on the d’s  to examine the 
importance of fertility selection, or reverse the process 
to consider viability selection. T o  study hitchhiking 
one specifies the selection constraints so that they are 
unaffected by the  neutral locus. It is also possible to 
impose constraints that  are algebraic relationships 
among  the vital rates and  the X’s,  to force  a  frequency- 
dependent selection scheme on  the model; methods 
for this kind of constraint are described by BRYSON 
and  Ho (1 975). 

APPENDIX B: METHODS FOR NUMERICAL 
SOLUTIONS 

Equation 12  does  not by itself solve the  problem of 
finding time-minimum solutions; it merely tells  us that 
time-minimum solutions always have extreme values 
for  the b’s  and d’s. The actual  trajectories of X, b and 
d, and consequently, the minimum time  needed  to 
move X from X0 to XT, must be  found numerically. 
For convenience we restrict our discussion to  the 
problem described in the  text,  but  the  methods gen- 
eralize readily to  the problems  described in APPENDIX 
A. 

Full solutions require solving the two-point bound- 
ary value problem given by Equations 3 and  9, subject 
to the  boundary  conditions (4), (5) ,  and H = 0, using 
Equation  12. This system is a two-point boundary 
value problem because its solution depends  on  the 
values of X and X at every point,  and initial and 
terminal values are specified for X, but  no values are 
specified for X at any time. If one specifies only some 
terminal values or a  function of the terminal values of 
X (APPENDIX A), there is still a two-point boundary 
value problem to be solved: some of the variables are 
given only at t = 0 and  others only at t = T ,  but  the 
equations are coupled. 

If there  are n genotypes in the system, there  are 2n 
+ 1 variables, X1 . . . X,, XI . . . X,, and T,  subject to 
the 2n + 1 boundary  conditions given by Equations 4 
and 5 and  the condition H = 0. As written,  however, 
we have only 2n equations given by (3) and (9); the 
problem is overspecified. (We use a single index for X 
and X for the sake of simplicity, as in APPENDIX A . )  

An elegant rescaling trick, suggested by PRESS et ai. 
(1986,  1988), solves this problem. Treat T as a  de- 
pendent variable, with dT/dt = 0, and  introduce  a 
new independent variable r = t/T. Rescale Equations 

3 and 9 by multiplying each of them by T. There  are 
now 2n + 1  equations  that can be  integrated  over T 

from 0 to  1. 
We  use a  “shooting”  algorithm (PRESS et al. 1986, 

1988)  to solve these two-point boundary value prob- 
lems. This  approach consists of guessing initial values 
for h and T ,  integrating  forward in time, and  then 
calculating a  vector of discrepancies between the  ter- 
minal values of X and  the  boundary condition X = 
XT. Then  one  attempts  to  reduce this discrepancy 
vector to zero using a  root-finding  algorithm.  These 
steps are repeated  until  the discrepancies are within 
some error tolerance of zero. 

All root-finders  require  that an initial guess be 
“sufficiently close” to  the answer,  but some are  more 
sensitive than  others.  For  example,  the  Fortran  and  C 
code  for  shooting available in PRESS et al. (1  986,  1988) 
uses a Newton-Raphson root  finder; this converges to 
the solution very rapidly in its immediate vicinity but 
can go off to infinity for  poorer initial guesses.  We 
use the  root  finder HYBRD-available from  Oak 
Ridge National Laboratories in MINPACK-that can 
return solutions for many problems  that are unsolva- 
ble using Newton-Raphson techniques. The code in 
PRESS et al. (1986,  1988) is thus an excellent tool for 
learning how to use shooting  techniques, but we rec- 
ommend using HYBRD to solve multilocus genetic 
equations. An extended discussion  of these numerical 
methods is given by DENNIS and SCHNABEL (1 983). 

Solution of large families of these problems is not 
difficult once the first problem is solved. Unless r >> 
m,,,, the X’s for  one  combination of r and mmax are 
generally close to  the X’s for slightly different  param- 
eters. Consequently it is possible to  automate  the 
process of  finding solutions to families of these  prob- 
lems. Our Fortran  code  for  doing so is available on 
request. 

As implied above, the most difficult step is finding 
a solution to  the first problem in a family, since there 
are no  boundary  conditions on X. We recommend 
beginning with a  problem  near  a known solution-e.g., 
those in this paper. Alternatively one can use the fact 
that H = dH/dt = 0 on a time-minimum trajectory 
and pick X to satisfy H = 0. Integrating  forward with 
that X gives a minimum time  trajectory to every point 
visited. This X can then  be used to find solutions for 
nearby  problems. 


